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                \begin{document}$y = (y_{1}, y_{2}, \ldots, y_{N-1})\in\mathbb{R}^{N-1}$\end{document}$. The purpose of the present paper is to characterize the smallest (sharp) positive constant *C* of ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) (see Theorem [2.8](#FPar16){ref-type="sec"} and Theorem [3.8](#FPar31){ref-type="sec"}) and the related equations (see ([2.1](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) and ([3.2](#Equ22){ref-type=""})).
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                \begin{document}$p \geq6$\end{document}$. Stability of solitary wave of ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) has been studied in \[[@CR9]\] in which ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) has played an important role. Chen et al. \[[@CR4]\] also used ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) to study the Cauchy problem of solutions to the 2-dimensional generalized Kadomtsev--Petviashvili I equation, generalized rotation-modified Kadomtsev--Petviashvili equation and generalized Kadomtsev--Petviashvili coupled with Benjamin--Ono equation.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we study the constant *α*, meanwhile we explain the strategy in detail. In Sect. [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, we use this method to study the smallest constant *β* under some additional analytic techniques.
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---------
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The smallest constant *α* {#Sec2}
=========================
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Minimal action solutions {#Sec3}
------------------------
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### Definition 2.1 {#FPar2}
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The following lemmas will play important roles in what follows.

### Lemma 2.2 {#FPar3}
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### Proof {#FPar4}
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### Lemma 2.3 {#FPar5}
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### Theorem 2.5 {#FPar9}
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Next, we give some properties of the minimal action solution *ϕ* obtained above. These properties seem to be of independent interests and will be very useful in what follows.

### Lemma 2.6 {#FPar11}
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                \begin{document}$$R_{1}(\phi) = \frac{\partial L_{1}(\phi_{\delta})}{\partial\delta}\biggm|_{\delta=1}=\biggl\langle L_{1}'(\phi), \frac{\partial\phi_{\delta}}{\partial \delta}\biggm|_{\delta=1}\biggr\rangle _{Y_{1}} = 0. $$\end{document}$$ Next, we define $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi^{\delta}(x,y) = \delta^{\frac{2N-1}{2}}\phi\bigl(\delta x, \delta^{2} y\bigr),\quad y = (y_{1}, \ldots, y_{N-1})\in\mathbb{R}^{N-1}. $$\end{document}$$ Then, by direct computation, we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} &\int \bigl(\partial_{x}\phi^{\delta}\bigr)^{2} \,dV = \delta^{2} \int\phi_{x}^{2} \,dV;\qquad \int \bigl\vert \phi^{\delta}\bigr\vert ^{p} \,dV= \delta^{\frac{(2N-1)(p-2)}{2}} \int \vert \phi \vert ^{p} \,dV; \\ &\int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\nabla_{y} \phi^{\delta}\bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV = \delta^{2} \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\nabla _{y} \phi \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV\quad\hbox{and}\quad \int \bigl\vert \phi^{\delta}\bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV= \int \vert \phi \vert ^{2}\,dV. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Hence $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L_{1}\bigl(\phi^{\delta}\bigr) = \frac{\delta^{2}}{2} \int \bigl(\phi_{x}^{2} + \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\nabla_{y}\phi \bigr\vert ^{2} \bigr) \,dV + \frac{1}{2} \int \vert \phi \vert ^{2}\,dV - \frac{\delta^{\frac {(2N-1)(p-2)}{2}}}{p} \int \vert \phi \vert ^{p} \,dV. $$\end{document}$$ Therefore $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q_{1}(\phi) = \frac{\partial L_{1}(\phi^{\delta})}{\partial\delta}\biggm|_{\delta=1}=\biggl\langle L_{1}'(\phi), \frac{\partial\phi^{\delta}}{\partial \delta}\biggm|_{\delta=1}\biggr\rangle _{Y_{1}} = 0. $$\end{document}$$ The proof is complete. □

### Remark {#FPar13}

From Lemma [2.6](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"}, one also obtains $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned} & \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\nabla_{y} \phi \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV = {{(N-1)(p-2)}\over {(3-2N)p + 2(2N-1)}} \int\phi^{2}\,dV, \\ & \int \vert \phi \vert ^{p}\,dV = {{2p}\over {(3-2N)p + 2(2N-1)}} \int\phi^{2}\,dV\quad\hbox{and} \\ & \int\phi_{x}^{2}\,dV = {{N(p-2)}\over {(3-2N)p + 2(2N-1)}} \int\phi^{2}\,dV. \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$

Another characterization of the minimal action solutions {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------------------

In this subsection, we give another characterization of the minimal action solution *ϕ* of ([2.1](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) obtained in the previous subsection. We emphasize that this characterization will play a key role in the process of estimating *α*. Define $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_{r} = \inf \biggl\{ F(u) : u\in Y_{1}\mbox{ and } \int \vert u \vert ^{p}\,dV = r \biggr\} . $$\end{document}$$ Then we have the following proposition.

### Proposition 2.7 {#FPar14}

*Let* *ϕ* *be a minimal action solution of* ([2.1](#Equ7){ref-type=""}). *Then* *ϕ* *is a minimizer of* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$r = \int|\phi|^{p}\,dV$\end{document}$.

### Proof {#FPar15}

Since *ϕ* is a minimal action solution of ([2.1](#Equ7){ref-type=""}), we know that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$F_{r_{0}} = \inf \biggl\{ F(u) : u\in Y_{1}\mbox{ and } \int \vert u \vert ^{p}\,dV = \int \vert \phi \vert ^{p}\,dV \biggr\} . $$\end{document}$$ One immediately has $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$F(\phi) \geq F_{r_{0}}$\end{document}$.

Next, we will prove that, for any $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$\int|u|^{p}\,dV = \int|\phi|^{p}\,dV$\end{document}$, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$F(\phi) \leq F(u). $$\end{document}$$ For any $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$I_{1}(\mu u) = \mu^{2}F(u) - \mu^{p}\int|u|^{p}\,dV$\end{document}$. Hence $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{upgreek}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu_{0} = \bigl(F(u) \bigr)^{1\over {p-2}} \biggl( \int \vert u \vert ^{p}\,dV \biggr)^{-{1\over {p-2}}} $$\end{document}$$ is such that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$I_{1}(\mu_{0} u) = 0$\end{document}$. The fact that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\mu_{0} u\neq0$\end{document}$ implies that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} L_{1}(\phi)&\leq L_{1}(\mu_{0}u) = {1\over 2}\mu_{0}^{2}F(u) - {1\over p}\mu_{0}^{p} \int \vert u \vert ^{p}\,dV \\ &= \biggl({1\over 2} - {1\over p} \biggr) \bigl(F(u) \bigr)^{p\over {p-2}} \biggl( \int \vert u \vert ^{p}\,dV \biggr)^{-{2\over {p-2}}} \\ &= \biggl({1\over 2} - {1\over p} \biggr) \bigl(F(u) \bigr)^{p\over {p-2}} \biggl( \int \vert \phi \vert ^{p}\,dV \biggr)^{-{2\over {p-2}}}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Since $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\int|\phi|^{p}\,dV = F(\phi)$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$L_{1}(\phi) = ({1\over 2} - {1\over p})F(\phi)$\end{document}$, one deduces that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bigl(F(\phi)\bigr)^{p\over {p-2}} \leq \bigl(F(u)\bigr)^{p\over {p-2}}, $$\end{document}$$ which implies that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$F(\phi) \leq F(u)$\end{document}$. Since *u* is chosen arbitrarily, one has $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Estimate of the smallest constant *α* {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------

In this subsection, we estimate the constant *α* of ([1.5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}). To simplify the notation, we denote $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J_{1}(u) = \biggl( \int \vert u \vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{T\over 4} \biggl( \int u_{x}^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{{N(p-2)}\over 4} \prod _{k=1}^{N-1} \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{{p-2}\over 4} \biggl( \int \vert u \vert ^{p}\,dV \biggr)^{-1}. $$\end{document}$$ We have the following theorem.

### Theorem 2.8 {#FPar16}

*Let* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \begin{aligned}[b] \alpha^{-1} &= \biggl({T\over {2p}} \biggr)^{T\over 4} \biggl({{N^{N}(p-2)^{2N-1}}\over {(2p)^{2N-3}T^{2}}} \biggr)^{{p-2}\over 4} \biggl( \int \vert \phi \vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{{p-2}\over 2} \\ &= \biggl({T\over {2p}} \biggr)^{T\over 4} \biggl( {{N^{N}(p-2)^{2N-1}}\over {(2p)^{2N-3}T^{2}}} \biggr)^{{p-2}\over 4} \biggl({T\over {p-2}}d_{1} \biggr)^{{p-2}\over 2}, \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ *where* *ϕ* *is the minimal action solution of* ([2.1](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) *obtained in the above and* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$d_{1} = L_{1}(\phi)$\end{document}$.

### Remark {#FPar17}

From Theorem [2.8](#FPar16){ref-type="sec"}, we know that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\alpha^{-1}$\end{document}$ can be exactly expressed by *N*, *p* and the minimal action solution *ϕ* of ([2.1](#Equ7){ref-type=""}). Even though we do not know if the minimal action solution of ([2.1](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) is unique or not, the second equality of ([B](#Equ12){ref-type=""}) implies that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\alpha^{-1}$\end{document}$ is independent of the choice of the minimal action solution *ϕ*.

### Proof of Theorem [2.8](#FPar16){ref-type="sec"} {#FPar18}

The proof is divided into three steps. In the first two steps, we prove the first equality of ([B](#Equ12){ref-type=""}). In the third step, we prove the second equality of ([B](#Equ12){ref-type=""}).

*Step 1.* In this step, we prove that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha^{-1}\geq \biggl({T\over {2p}} \biggr)^{T\over 4} \biggl({{N^{N}(p-2)^{2N-1}}\over {(2p)^{2N-3}T^{2}}} \biggr)^{{p-2}\over 4} \biggl( \int \vert \phi \vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{{p-2}\over 2}. $$\end{document}$$ For any $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$u \equiv u(x, y_{1}, \ldots, y_{N-1})$\end{document}$. We define $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w(x,y) = \lambda u(\mu x, \xi_{1}y_{1}, \ldots, \xi_{N-1}y_{N-1}), $$\end{document}$$ where *λ*, *μ*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$N+1$\end{document}$ positive parameters which will be determined later. From direct computation, one obtains $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \begin{aligned} &\int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}}w \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV = \lambda^{2} \mu^{-3} \biggl(\prod_{j\neq k}\xi_{j}^{-1} \biggr)\xi_{k} \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV,\quad k=1, \ldots, N-1; \\ &\int \vert w \vert ^{p}\,dV = \lambda^{p} \mu^{-1} \Biggl(\prod_{k=1}^{N-1} \xi_{k}^{-1} \Biggr) \int \vert u \vert ^{p}\,dV; \\ &\int w_{x}^{2}\,dV = \lambda^{2} \mu \Biggl(\prod_{k=1}^{N-1}\xi_{k}^{-1} \Biggr) \int u_{x}^{2}\,dV; \\ &\int w^{2}\,dV = \lambda^{2}\mu^{-1} \Biggl(\prod_{k=1}^{N-1}\xi_{k}^{-1} \Biggr) \int u^{2}\,dV. \end{aligned} \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ Here *λ*, *μ*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\xi_{1}, \ldots, \xi_{N-1}$\end{document}$ are determined by the following $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned}[b] &\lambda^{2} \mu^{-3} \biggl(\prod _{j\neq k}\xi_{j}^{-1} \biggr) \xi_{k} \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \\ &\quad = {{p-2}\over {(3-2N)p + 2(2N-1)}} \int \phi^{2}\,dV, \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ where for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$k=1, \ldots, N-1$\end{document}$, ([2.7](#Equ14){ref-type=""}) is denoted by ([2.7](#Equ14){ref-type=""})~*k*~; $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} &\lambda^{p} \mu^{-1} \Biggl(\prod _{k=1}^{N-1}\xi_{k}^{-1} \Biggr) \int \vert u \vert ^{p}\,dV = {{2p}\over {(3-2N)p + 2(2N-1)}} \int\phi^{2}\,dV, \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} &\lambda^{2} \mu \Biggl(\prod _{k=1}^{N-1}\xi_{k}^{-1} \Biggr) \int u_{x}^{2}\,dV ={{N(p-2)}\over {(3-2N)p + 2(2N-1)}} \int\phi^{2}\,dV. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

Next, we solve *λ*, *μ*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \prod_{k=1}^{N-1} \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}} \phi \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{{p-2}\over 4} &= \Biggl(\prod _{k=1}^{N-1} \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}} \phi \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \Biggr)^{{p-2}\over 4} \\ &\leq \Biggl[ \Biggl({1\over {N-1}}\sum_{k=1}^{N-1} \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}} \phi \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \Biggr)^{N-1} \Biggr]^{{p-2}\over 4}\\ &= \biggl({{p-2}\over T} \int\phi^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{{(N-1)(p-2)}\over 4}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} J_{1}(\phi) ={}& \biggl( \int\phi^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{T\over 4} \biggl( \int\phi_{x}^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{{N(p-2)}\over 4} \\ &{}\times \biggl( \int \vert \phi \vert ^{p}\,dV \biggr)^{-1} \prod _{k=1}^{N-1} \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}} \phi \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{{p-2}\over 4} \\ \leq {}& \biggl( \int\phi^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{T\over 4} \biggl( {{N(p-2)}\over T} \int\phi^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{{N(p-2)}\over 4} \\ &{}\times \biggl({{2p}\over T} \int \vert \phi \vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{-1} \biggl({{p-2}\over T} \int \phi^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{{(N-1)(p-2)}\over 4} \\ ={}& \biggl({T\over {2p}} \biggr)^{T\over 4} \biggl( {{N^{N}(p-2)^{2N-1}}\over {(2p)^{2N-3}T^{2}}} \biggr)^{{p-2}\over 4} \biggl( \int \vert \phi \vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{{p-2}\over 2}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

From *Step 1.* and *Step 2.*, we get the first equality of ([B](#Equ12){ref-type=""}).

*Step 3.* Now we prove the second equality of ([B](#Equ12){ref-type=""}). Since $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Estimate of the smallest constant *β* {#Sec6}
=====================================

In this section, we study the smallest constant *β* in ([1.6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}). We use variational methods and the ideas from the previous section. Observing the proofs in the previous section, we find that it is very important to do the scaling and solve *λ*, *μ* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The following related equation is useful in what follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Definition 3.1 {#FPar19}
--------------
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Lemma 3.2 {#FPar20}
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Lemma 3.3 {#FPar21}
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Lemma 3.4 {#FPar22}
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Remark {#FPar23}
------

The proofs of Lemma [3.2](#FPar20){ref-type="sec"}, Lemma [3.3](#FPar21){ref-type="sec"} and Lemma [3.4](#FPar22){ref-type="sec"} are similar to the proofs of Lemma [2.2](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}, Lemma [2.3](#FPar5){ref-type="sec"} and Lemma [2.4](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}. We omit the details here.

Theorem 3.5 {#FPar24}
-----------
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Remark {#FPar25}
------

The proof of Theorem [3.5](#FPar24){ref-type="sec"} follows lines similar to the proof of Theorem [2.5](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}. We emphasize that in the proof of Theorem [2.5](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}, the functionals $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof of Theorem [3.5](#FPar24){ref-type="sec"} {#FPar26}
-----------------------------------------------
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} d_{0} + o(1) &= \biggl({1\over 2}-{1\over {p_{*}}} \biggr) \int \vert \psi _{n} \vert ^{p_{*}}\,dV \\ &\geq {1\over {2N-1}} \int \vert v_{n} \vert ^{p_{*}}\,dV + o(1) \\ &= {1\over {2N-1}}s_{n}^{-p_{*}} \int \vert s_{n}v_{n} \vert ^{p_{*}}\,dV + o(1) \\ & = s_{n}^{-p_{*}}L_{0}(s_{n}v_{n}) + o(1), \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$ one deduces that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$s_{n}v_{n}\in\Gamma_{0}$\end{document}$.
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Next we give some properties of the minimal action solution *ψ* of ([3.2](#Equ22){ref-type=""}).

Lemma 3.6 {#FPar27}
---------

*Let* *ψ* *be a minimal action solution of* ([3.2](#Equ22){ref-type=""}). *Then* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned} & \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\nabla_{y} \phi \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV = {{N-1}\over N} \int\phi_{x}^{2}\, dV\quad\textit{and} \\ & \int \vert \phi \vert ^{p_{*}}\,dV = {{2N-1}\over N} \int\phi_{x}^{2}\,dV. \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$

Proof {#FPar28}
-----

The proof is similar to Lemma [2.6](#FPar11){ref-type="sec"}. We omit the details here. □

Next, we give another characterization of the minimal action solutions *ψ* of ([3.2](#Equ22){ref-type=""}). For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposition 3.7 {#FPar29}
---------------

*Let* *ψ* *be a minimal action solution of* ([3.2](#Equ22){ref-type=""}). *Then* *ψ* *is a minimizer of* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$r = \int|\psi|^{p_{*}}\,dV$\end{document}$.

Proof {#FPar30}
-----

The proof is similar to Proposition [2.7](#FPar14){ref-type="sec"}. We omit the details. □

Now we are in a position to study the smallest constant *β* in ([1.6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}).

Theorem 3.8 {#FPar31}
-----------

*Let* *ψ* *be the minimal action solution of* ([3.2](#Equ22){ref-type=""}) *obtained in Theorem* [3.5](#FPar24){ref-type="sec"} *and* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document} $$\begin{aligned} \beta^{-1} &= (2N-1)^{-1}N^{{N-2}\over {2N-3}} \biggl( \int\psi_{x}^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{2\over {2N-3}} \\ &= (2N-1)^{-1}N^{N\over {2N-3}}d_{0}^{2\over {2N-3}}. \end{aligned}$$ \end{document}$$

Remark {#FPar32}
------

From Theorem [3.8](#FPar31){ref-type="sec"}, *β* is unique, since the minimum $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$\beta^{-1}$\end{document}$ is independent of the choice of the minimal action solution *ψ* of ([3.2](#Equ22){ref-type=""}), although we do not know the uniqueness of the minimal action solution. In fact the uniqueness of the minimal action solution of ([3.2](#Equ22){ref-type=""}) was an open problem.

Proof of Theorem [3.8](#FPar31){ref-type="sec"} {#FPar33}
-----------------------------------------------

The proof is divided into three steps.

*Step 1.* In this step, we prove that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned} &\int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}}w \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV = \lambda^{2} \mu^{-3} \biggl(\prod_{j\neq k}\xi_{j}^{-1} \biggr)\xi_{k} \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV,\quad k=1, \ldots, N-1; \\ &\int \vert w \vert ^{p_{*}}\,dV = \lambda^{p_{*}} \mu^{-1} \Biggl(\prod_{k=1}^{N-1} \xi_{k}^{-1} \Biggr) \int \vert u \vert ^{p_{*}}\,dV; \\ &\int w_{x}^{2}\,dV = \lambda^{2} \mu \Biggl(\prod_{k=1}^{N-1}\xi_{k}^{-1} \Biggr) \int u_{x}^{2}\,dV. \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ In here *λ*, *μ*, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \lambda^{2} \mu^{-3} \biggl(\prod _{j\neq k}\xi_{j}^{-1} \biggr) \xi_{k} \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV = {1\over N} \int\psi_{x}^{2}\,dV, $$\end{document}$$ where for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$k=1, \ldots, N-1$\end{document}$, ([3.6](#Equ27){ref-type=""}) is denoted by ([3.6](#Equ27){ref-type=""})~*k*~; $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \lambda^{p_{*}} \mu^{-1} \Biggl(\prod _{k=1}^{N-1}\xi_{k}^{-1} \Biggr) \int \vert u \vert ^{p_{*}}\,dV = {{2N-1}\over N} \int\psi_{x}^{2}\,dV. $$\end{document}$$ (*Note:* we need to solve $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the first place, from ([3.6](#Equ27){ref-type=""})~1~ and ([3.7](#Equ28){ref-type=""}), one gets $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \lambda^{2-p_{*}} \mu^{-2}\xi_{1}^{2} \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{1}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV ={1\over {2N-1}} \int \vert u \vert ^{p_{*}}\,dV. $$\end{document}$$

In the second place, from ([3.6](#Equ27){ref-type=""})~*k*~, one gets $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\xi_{k}^{-1} = \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{1\over 2} \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{1}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{-{1\over 2}}\xi_{1}^{-1}, \quad k=2, \ldots, N-1. $$\end{document}$$ It is now deduced from ([3.6](#Equ27){ref-type=""})~1~ and the expression of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \lambda^{2} \mu^{-3}\xi_{1}^{3-N} \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{1}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{2-{N\over 2}} \prod _{k=2}^{N-1} \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{1\over 2}={1\over N} \int\phi_{x}^{2}\,dV. $$\end{document}$$ Equations ([3.8](#Equ29){ref-type=""}) and ([3.9](#Equ30){ref-type=""}) imply that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned}[b] & \lambda^{3(2-p_{*})-4} \xi_{1}^{6-2(3-N)} \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{1}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{3-(4-N)} \prod _{k=2}^{N-1} \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{-1} \\ &\quad = N^{2} \biggl({1\over {2N-1}} \biggr)^{3} \biggl( \int \vert u \vert ^{p_{*}}\,dV \biggr)^{3} \biggl( \int \psi_{x}^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{-2}. \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ Combining this with the fact of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned}[b] & \lambda^{{-8N}\over {2N-3}} \xi_{1}^{2N} \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{1}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{N-1} \prod _{k=2}^{N-1} \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{-1} \\ &\quad = {{N^{2}}\over {(2N-1)^{3}}} \biggl( \int \vert u \vert ^{p_{*}}\,dV \biggr)^{3} \biggl( \int \psi_{x}^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{-2}. \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ Note that ([3.8](#Equ29){ref-type=""}) can be written as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \lambda^{-{{8N}\over {2N-3}}} \mu^{-4N}\xi_{1}^{4N} \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{1}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{2N} ={1\over {(2N-1)^{2N}}} \biggl( \int \vert u \vert ^{p_{*}}\,dV \biggr)^{2N}. $$\end{document}$$ We obtain from ([3.11](#Equ32){ref-type=""}) and ([3.12](#Equ33){ref-type=""}) $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned}[b] & \mu^{4N} \xi_{1}^{-2N} \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{1}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{-N-1}\prod _{k=2}^{N-1} \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{-1} \\ &\quad= N^{2}(2N-1)^{2N-3} \biggl( \int \vert u \vert ^{p_{*}}\,dV \biggr)^{3-2N} \biggl( \int\psi_{x}^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{-2}. \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ Therefore $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \begin{aligned}[b] \mu^{4} \xi_{1}^{-2}={}& N^{2\over N}(2N-1)^{{2N-3}\over N} \biggl( \int \vert u \vert ^{p_{*}}\,dV \biggr)^{{3-2N}\over N} \biggl( \int\psi_{x}^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{{-2}\over N} \\ & {}\times \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{1}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{{N+1}\over N}\prod _{k=2}^{N-1} \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{k}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{1\over N}. \end{aligned} $$\end{document}$$ Writing ([3.12](#Equ33){ref-type=""}) as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda^{-{4\over {2N-3}}} = {1\over {(2N-1)}}\mu^{2} \xi_{1}^{-2} \int \vert u \vert ^{p_{*}}\,dV \biggl( \int \bigl\vert D_{x}^{-1}\partial_{y_{1}}u \bigr\vert ^{2}\,dV \biggr)^{-1}, $$\end{document}$$ we deduce from ([3.7](#Equ28){ref-type=""}) and ([3.5](#Equ26){ref-type=""}) that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec7}
===========

In this paper, we not only estimated the smallest constant in a general *N*-dimensional anisotropic Sobolev inequality in the subcritical case; we also gave an estimate of the smallest constant for *N*-dimensional anisotropic Sobolev inequality in the critical case.
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